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i-mode and Java join forces to open the door to global commerce    

Since its introduction in February 1999 i-mode has become the world's largest wireless Internet service with more than 35 million subscribers and revenues of over ¥700 billion. Along with sharp increases in the number of users and the volume of revenues, the last 2 years have witnessed a dramatic improvement in the content of i-mode services. In January 2001 DoCoMo launched its i-appli service for downloading software applications - allowing users to install extra programs of their choice on their mobile phones. The programs are compiled using Java, and today's 15 million i-appli users can be seen as arguably the largest Java community in the world.     

Widely acknowledged as the founder of i-mode, Takeshi Natsuno discusses the success story of i-mode to date by providing a behind-the-scenes look at the management concepts applied while formulating the i-mode strategy. This stimulating volume provides a hands-on look at how he managed to effectively introduce the Internet way of thinking rather than the telecoms way of thinking in order to implement the i-mode service.     

Written by the most highly respected expert in the field, i-mode Strategy is an absolute must for everyone wanting to know more about DoCoMo's sustainable business model and i-mode strategy.    

'In this book I offer an extensive introduction both to the basic i-mode concept, which is grounded in the theory of complex systems, and to the actual operation of i-mode services. I hope that it will both contribute to an understanding of i-mode and offer hints for readers in developing their own IT businesses.' Takeshi Natsuno       
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Hematologic Malignancies: Acute LeukemiasSpringer, 2007

	Better therapy of acute leukemias depends ultimately on better understanding of the distinction between leukemic and normal progenitor cells. This hugely important new book describes the current knowledge of acute leukemia biology and discusses new classification systems that have arisen as a result of emerging insights into pathogenesis....
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Somatostatin Analogs in Diagnostics and Therapy (Medical Intelligence Unit (Unnumbered))CRC Press, 2007

	Somatostatin is a peptide isolated originally from the hypothalamus and considered as an inhibitor of growth hormone secretion. However, further studies have shown that the peptide was ubiquitously distributed and exerts a large spectrum of physiological effects, mostly of an inhibitory nature. The very short half-life of the native peptide...
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Cocos2d-x by Example: Beginner's Guide - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Unleash your inner creativity and learn how to build great cross-platform 2D games with the popular Cocos2d-x framework


	About This Book

	
		Build multi-device games, letting the framework do all the heavy lifting!
	
		Spruce up your games with easy-to-apply animations, particle effects, and...
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Pro (IBM) WebSphere Application Server 7 InternalsApress, 2009
Pro (IBM) WebSphere Application Server 7 Internals covers the internal architecture and implementation of the WebSphere Application Server (WAS) version 7 product set and how other IBM products extend it. It presents information to enable administrators, developers, and architects to learn about the aspects of WAS that apply to them:
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WarDriving: Drive, Detect, Defend: A Guide to Wireless SecuritySyngress Publishing, 2004
The term WarDriving originates from WarDialing, a term introduced to the  public by Matthew Broderick's character, David Lightman, in the 1983 movie  "WarGames." WarDialing is the practice of using a modem attached to a computer  to dial an entire exchange of telephone numbers to locate any computers with  modems attached to them....
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Architecture of Concurrent Programs (Prentice-Hall series in automatic computation)Prentice Hall, 1977
book describes a method for writing concurrent computer programs of high quality. It is written for professional programmers and students who are faced with the complicated task of building reliable computer operating systems or real-time control programs.

The motivations for mastering concurrent programming are both economic and...
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